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Establishing an environment for design tool in-
tegration is a prerequisite for network-based dis-
tributed work.

It was attempted to solve the problem of efficient,
user-friendly, and fast information exchange among
operators by treating it simply as an exchange of
data. But the failure of IGES, CGM, PHIGS confirms
that data have different meanings and importance
in different contexts. The STandard for Exchange of
Product data, ISO 10303 Part 106 BCCM, relating
to AEC field (Wix, 1997), seems to be too complex
to be applied to professional studios.

Moreover its structure is too deep and the con-
ceptual classifications based on it do not allow
multi-inheritance (Ekholm, 1996).

From now on we shall adopt the BCCM seman-
tic that defines the actor as ”a functional partici-
pant in building construction”; and we shall define
designer as “every member of the class formed by
designers” (architects, engineers, town-planners,
construction managers, etc.).

Architectural design:
present situation

Complexity of the building industry
(and consequently of building design)
The building industry involves a larger number of
disciplines, operators and professionals than other
industrial processes. Its peculiarity is that the prod-
ucts (building objects) have a number of parts
(building elements) that does not differ much from
the number of classes into which building objects
can be conceptually subdivided. Another important
characteristic is that the building industry produces
unique products (de Vries and van Zutphen, 1992).

This is not an isolated situation but indeed one
that is spreading also in other industrial fields. For
example, production niches have proved success-
ful in the automotive and computer industries
(Carrara, Fioravanti, & Novembri, 1989).

Building design is a complex multi-disciplinary
process, which demands a high degree of co-ordi-
nation and co-operation among separate teams,
each having its own specific knowledge and its own
set of specific design tools.
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Our background

Our team has implemented a software prototype
KAAD (Knowledge-based Assistant for Architec-
tural Design) focused on the design process, seen
from the point of view of an architect.

The development and implementation of data and
objects, their hierarchical relationships, were con-
sidered a prerequisite for managing building parts
and building elements as a designer normally does.

The aim of the software has been to provide ar-
chitects with a knowledge of the relationships and
links that always underlie every stage of architec-
tural design.

The Building Object is conceived of in unitary
terms as the fusion of the Spatial Domain and the
Technological Domain, which are somewhat akin to
the two sides of the same coin. The KB of Spatial
Domain refers to the Building Units (Hospital, Out-
patients Department, Diagnostic Department, etc.)
and the Space Units (Ward, Bathroom, Operating
Theatre, Corridor, etc.). The KB of Technological
Domain refers to the Functional Elements (Vertical
Partitions, Floor, Roof, etc.) and the Construction
Elements (Windows, Brick wall, Doors, etc.).

All the objects that make up the KB are interre-
lated by constraints which are either hard (non
modifiable and automatically activated) or
projectual (modifiable and capable of activation by
designer). The constraints implemented are: adja-
cency, communication, furniture, fire escape path,
sanitary fixtures, estimate of quantities, etc.

The software does not verify projectual changes
and choices applied to the project after the design
activity has been carried out but in real time, dur-
ing it. This is possible because the objects are dy-
namic, and because they almost always have de-
fault values. The possibility of continuously check-
ing constraints and bills of quantities at any stage
and state of the project makes effective mutual
assistance between designer and software.

KAAD, unlike other software, does not favour

or impose a top-down or bottom-up approach to
the design activity. The architect can, as he/she
likes, work in both directions, free to concentrate
on the most important problem at that moment
for the project, whether this is a functional one or
one of technical-constructive detail (Carrara, Kalay,
and Novembri, 1994).

The entire software programme and Knowledge
Base have been implemented using dynamic objects.

This enables the actor to define new objects and
new constraints, since it automatically re-generates
the structure of KB by a re-parent of objects on
the fly during the activity of design, without hav-
ing to recompile the program.

With the help of some innovations KAAD has
gradually evolved to KAAD phase II (Carrara,
Confessore, Fioravanti, and Novembri, 1995).

Conceptual approach to
ARchitectural COllaborative DEsign

Nowadays the activity of architectural design is in-
creasingly marked by a growing number of actors
called upon to co-operate in the realisation of build-
ing objects or complex infrastructures.

Every designer is often simultaneously engaged
on different projects and part of different design
teams. In the age of the Web, design teams in in-
ternational companies can work 24 hours a day.

In their own studios the actors aim at realising
an efficient organisation possessing the necessary
flexibility to handle a large number of projects with
relatively few alterations inside a well defined pro-
cedure.

While on one hand this process appears to be in-
evitable from certain points of view, since this type of
approach now characterises design in many sectors,
on the other hand there is a risk that the final results
will reflect the  typical faults of such an approach,
and this will inevitably have repercussions on the con-
struction phases and the life of the building.
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In the light of the foregoing we plan to develop
a support system for Architectural Collaborative
Design (ArCoDe) able to handle the following prob-
lems, which are distinct but at the same time com-
plementary:
• Multi-project support to assist the designer in

his activity which today is simultaneously applied
to various projects.

• Inter-operability support able to aggregate and
communicate information, coordinate the con-
tributions and goals of the different actors, and
render the consequences of the adopted choices
explicit to every actor

• Inter-application support that translates objects
for the respective application-specific tool mod-
els, and maps objects for the respective model
structures of a specific-domain (e.g. architecture,
geotechnics, etc.).

Framework and devised tools

To realise a support system with all these charac-
teristics it is necessary:
• to define KBs able to gather objects/concepts

involved in the activity of design teams, the
choices made by each actor, design constraints;

• to copy information contained in an actor’s pre-
vious project KB to a new project KB;

• to allow every actor to perform some project
choices and to check if these run into design
constraints from general, specialistic, project KBs
(prototype level);

• to check if project choices made by one actor
verify project choices previously made by the
same actor or by others (instance level);

• to improve communication among actors, and
representation of KB’s (data, procedures, choices).

This support tool we called Intelligent Assistant (IA)
is composed by:

IAip = KAADi + KBp + Perspectiveip + Filterij + Constraintij

Where i = i-team; j = j-team; p = project; KAADi =
specialist KAAD of i-team; KBp = KB of specific
project; Filterij = filters between i-team and j-team;
Constraintij = constraints (or external Goalji) be-
tween i-team and j-team.

The objects/concepts and the performed choices
contained in the KBs should also have an extremely
sophisticated and self-explanatory description of
the object able to describe to an actor of a differ-
ent discipline-specific domain all the aspects inher-
ent in its constitution, its use and the related con-
sequences.

Conclusions - MetaKAAD

The consequences of such a model are:
• The actor can be either a designer or an IA;
• Redundancy, because data and knowledge reside

in a Common KB, and in many Specialist KB’s;
• Inconsistency, because only net-object local im-

ages are always consistent, the net-objects may
be temporarily inconsistent;

• The system continuously checks consistency of
KB’s and DB’s;

• Phases and states of the building object life cy-
cle must be strictly defined;

• Net-encapsulation of object perspective charac-
teristic.

Our aim in ArCoDe is to develop a software, which
we have called MetaKAAD, able to detect conflicts
on the basis of its knowledge (which may be increased
by learning from example techniques, Simon, 1984).
MetaKAAD operates between the intersection set and
the union set of team i (= actorsi + IAi).
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where wi represents the weight it assigns to the team i.

MetaKAAD could have this notation:




